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From The Editor –

Now to happier and more pleasant topics! Over the
past 35 plus years I have been in the textile business, I
have written articles and lectured on the process of
From the Editor –
how lace is made. But recently I came across a
The May flowers are already in bloom and thoughts Leavers Bobbin which I thought might be of interest
are turning to vacations, weddings and summer to our readers. I hope you enjoy the article and
BBQ’s. We will be doing our share of summer’s fun pictures.
activities as well, but first and foremost we have our
Enjoy the latest edition and
Liquidation Sale with which to continue.
Each week I talk with customers to who still do not Happy Stitching know we are ‘For Sale and/or closing’. We have sent
fliers through the US mail, as well as many E-blasts
over the past four months. We continue to look for a
new ‘mom and dad’ for The Bear. However, if the
‘good ship lollipop’ docks without a new captain, all of
our beautiful fabrics and trimmings will be gone, as
they are registered proprietary designs. Many of you
have been very prudent over the winter months to
stock up on your favorites, but I encourage all of you
to do the same soon.

Sheila

A synopsis of our Liquidation Sale is included. We
have prepared some packets for those of you who
would like the information mailed by post. Just give us
a call!
Also, I recently took a couple of photographs of the
many and varied ribbons that have been acquired
over the years. They are available in single small
pieces, so do inquire of those as well.

Happy Mother’s Day

FRENCH LEAVERS MACHINE BOBBINS
First of all let’s all get on the same page with the spelling
of the French ‘Leavers/Levers’ lace making machine! The
“Lever” machine was invented in 1813 by Mr. John
“Levers”, who continued its perfection through 1814 in
Nottingham, England. The ‘a’ in the machine name
(making it ‘Leavers’) was accepted by the trade in 1946
after 79 years of controversy. Several authors from 1862
until 1946 continued the spelling as ‘Leavers’ until it
became the norm.

The carriages are loaded on the machine flat side to flat
side and the number of carriages per ½” is the ‘gauge’ of
the lace or the size. The gauges today are between 7 and
15. Most French laces produced today for our Heirloom
industry are 12 – 15, the higher the number the finer the
lace. Most of you now know the Malines are the finest at
15 points.

Also note in the picture that they look grey or dingy. No oil
is used in the lubrication of the cast iron machines, but
instead graphite is used. You may think that a little bleach
Back to the bobbins –
would whiten these sheets of lace, but I can tell you it
Leaver’s lace cannot be made without the bobbin which is does not work! A special process is used for cleaning and
made of two thin copper discs riveted together and whitening the lace once it comes off the machine.
holding 100 yards of thread. The bobbin in our photograph
is fully threaded, but because of the size of the filament The laces are made in sheets whether insertions or
(thread) it is imperceptible to the eye in the photograph. edgings. After they are manufactured and cleaned, the
The bobbin is the round disc in the center of the strips are separated by pulling a single thread that has
held them together.
(“winged”) carriage.
A fascinating story and process, indeed.
Copyright 2016 Sheila T. Nicol Designs

The following pictures give you an idea and sampling
of the many one of a kind ribbons from our exclusive
ribbon collection. These are no longer made and
would be fabulous in clothing, home decorating or
your personal stash.
Inquire or make an appointment to visit us

FYI

April Showers Bring May Flowers – Origins of the Rhyme

“April showers bring May flowers.” We’ve all heard this rhyme
at some point, usually having been taught it at an early age by
our parents or teachers. It’s a popular thing to say and hear
around the springtime, but one thing you might not know is
Ombre is a word often seen in embroidery circles, but where the rhyme originated from. It can be traced back to the
mid 1500s, although earlier use of “April showers bring May
not often understood. It is a French word meaning flowers” may have existed.

What is OMBRE?

shading, or graduating colors from light to dark. It is
In 1557 a gentleman by the name of Thomas Tusser compiled a
pronounced ‘ambray’ or rhymes with somber.

Sometimes this effect is woven into the fabric, and
generally produced by arranging different tones in the
warp. It also means having colors or tones that shade
into one another. This is often seen in embroidery
threads. I am a big fan of Gloriana silk embroidery
threads and they have many that have this ombre
shading effect.
And now you know!

collection of writings he called A Hundred Good Points of
Husbandry. In the April Husbandry section he wrote:
Sweet April showers
Do spring May flowers
As you can see, the rhyme was originally a short poem. There is
meaning behind the words, as well. “April showers bring May
flowers” is a reminder that even the most unpleasant of things, in
this case the heavy rains of April, can bring about very enjoyable
things indeed – in this case, an abundance of flowers in May.
“April showers bring May flowers” is a lesson in patience, and
one that remains valid to this day.
Many of life’s greatest things come only to those who wait, and
by patiently and happily enduring the clouds and damp of April
you can find yourself more easily able to take in the sights and
smells of May. After all, it’s easier to love something if you
begin with an optimistic outlook!

INVENTORY LIQUIDATION
SALE CONTINUES
ALL EMBROIDERIES ARE 40% OFF WITH ONLY A FEW EXCEPTIONS
ALL ECRU EMBROIDERIES
AND EMBROIDERIES 5” OR WIDER ARE 50% OFF.
MANY LACES ARE 40% OFF
AND ALL LACES WITH A PREFIX OF ‘AB’ ARE 40% OFF.
‘AB’ INDICATES THEY ARE ANTIQUES.
MOST BUTTONS ARE 40% OFF
FABRICS
ALL FABRICS ARE 40% OFF WITH FEW EXCEPTIONS.
BEARISSIMA IS 20% OFF ECRU, LILAC AND APPENZELL PINK
SORRY – SEAFOAM GREEN AND TRIESEN ROSE ARE SOLD OUT.
BEARISSIMA II IN CREAM AND PEACH ARE ALSO 20% OFF.

PLEASE CALL FOR EXCLUSIONS
AND A MORE DETAILED MAILING

Visit us on the web at www.bearthreadsltd.com

To place an order contact us at 404-255-5083 or 404-255-4001 fax
"Bear in Mind" articles are available on our website. Encourage your customers
to check out our website for information and inspiration.

